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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Black Moon An Alpha
Pack Novel by online. You might not require more mature to spend to go to the ebook creation as
competently as search for them. In some cases, you likewise complete not discover the statement
Black Moon An Alpha Pack Novel that you are looking for. It will no question squander the time.
However below, later than you visit this web page, it will be so certainly easy to acquire as with ease
as download guide Black Moon An Alpha Pack Novel
It will not assume many times as we notify before. You can do it though measure something else at
house and even in your workplace. suitably easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we
have the funds for below as capably as review Black Moon An Alpha Pack Novel what you similar
to to read!

Cole's Redemption: Alpha Pack Book 5 - J.D.
Tyler 2014-03-04
Fans of J. R. Ward, Nalini Singh, Kresley Cole
and Gena Showalter, meet the Alpha Pack. Once,
they were Navy SEALS. Now, they are a top
secret team of wolf shifters with Psy powers who
take on the darkest dangers on Earth. Intensely
passionate and utterly thrilling, J. D. Tyler's
Alpha Pack are unforgettable. When a battle
leaves healer and black wolf shifter Zander Cole
deaf and his powers dimmed, he is devastated
and sees only one option: leave the Pack for
ever. White wolf shifter Selene Westfall knows
pain - and she lives to exact revenge. So when
she is challenged by a savage black wolf, she
puts up a vicious fight - only to become his
Bondmate as a result of his bite. Forced together
through their unlikely, turbulent bond, a love
neither expected may be all that stands between
these two damaged souls and a killer trying
desperately to keep the past dead and buried...
Don't miss the other sexy and exciting Alpha
Pack adventures in Primal Law, Savage
Awakening, Black Moon and Hunter's Heart.
And be sure not to miss J. D. Tyler's romantic
suspense alter-ego Jo Davis, and her thrilling,
scorching-hot Sugarland Blue series.
Hunter's Heart: Alpha Pack Book 4 - J.D. Tyler
2013-09-03
Fans of J. R. Ward, Nalini Singh, Kresley Cole
and Gena Showalter, meet the Alpha Pack. Once,
they were Navy SEALS. Now, they are a top
secret team of wolf shifters with Psy powers who
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take on the darkest dangers on Earth. Intensely
passionate and utterly thrilling, J. D. Tyler's
Alpha Pack are unforgettable. Ryon Hunter sees
dead people - spirits that beg him for help in
ways he can't understand. He'd do anything to
end the torment, until a beautiful spirit appears
to him with a plea he can't ignore: Help me...I'm
alive. The woman is wildlife biologist Daria
Bradford, mortally wounded after encountering
a white wolf, calling to Ryon through a rare Psy
gift. When Ryon locates Daria in the Shoshone
National Park, it is almost too late, but nursing
her back to health at the Alpha Pack compound
brings a new complication - Daria is his destined
mate, and Ryon is afraid of what will happen
when she discovers what he is, and what he had
to do to save her life. But the biggest threat of
all is still loose in the forest, leaving a merciless
trail of death behind it. The Alpha Pack goes on
the hunt for the mysterious white wolf,
determined to stop the murderous rogue...only
to find that the most lethal creature of all is the
one they can't see coming... Don't miss the other
sexy and exciting Alpha Pack adventures in
Primal Law, Savage Awakening, Black Moon and
Cole's Redemption. And be sure not to miss J. D.
Tyler's romantic suspense alter-ego Jo Davis,
and her spectacular, sexy Sugarland Blue series.
Wolf Shunned - Laurel Night 2021-01-02
It's amazing to be a dominant wolf... if you're
male.When you're a nineteen year-old girl who
can beat the crap out of every wolf in your pack,
suddenly it's not so great. Love isn't everything,
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I know; but even the most powerful she-wolf
submits to her mate. If you can't be dominated,
you can't be mated. And an unmated wolf has no
place in the pack. My one hope is the clan
gathering in the Blackwood Fortress. Every wolf
in the continent attends, and a few seriously
sexy wolves catch my eye. I'm bound to find at
least one who can match me, right?Then there's
my other problem: My alpha is a grade-A jerk.
After treating me like a genetic freak my whole
life, he suddenly decides to stake a claim. But I
can't refuse the challenge, and my wolf won't
back down. Either I submit to the alpha and
become mated to his skeezy pelt, or I win the
challenge and my freedom... by taking his place
as alpha. Only no one has ever heard of a female
alpha, and if I become one, I'll never find a
mate.Wolf Shunned is the first book in The Alpha
Queen Legacy, featuring a badass heroine, a
dark fantasy world, and loads of sexy wolf
shifters. Be warned: This is a slow burn, why
choose romance. Once you pick this story up,
you won't be able to stop devouring it until the
very last page.The Alpha Queen Legacy will be
four delicious novels.Anticipated release dates:
Wolf Shunned: January 2021Pack Claimed:
March 2021Queen Crowned: May 2021Legacy
Fulfilled: July 2021
The Alpha's Mate (Huntsville Pack Book 1) Michelle Fox 2016-08-31
What reader's say about Michelle Fox's
werewolves: "I love how well the characters are
developed and rounded out - I feel like I know
about these characters before they jump in the
sack - which for me is a HUGE deal!" "Fox
adeptly weaves several enchanting love scenes
into her romance framework. Best of all, they
actually add to the story." "This is the third
shifter story I've read from this author, and I
love the edge of humor, the way she introduces
the problems of the pack, and the wolfish
behavior that sneaks into the human
interaction." Little known fact about being a
werewolf: There are always wolves at your door
and some of them are up to no good. Chloe
Weiss' dreams have finally come true: She's a
null no more, her wolf has finally come. She's
now a full member of her pack in the remote
Appalachian 'weretown' of Hunstville. Even
better, she's mated to the pack's next alpha,
Jackson Swift. However, now that she's on the
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other side of her happy ending, things aren't
quite as rosy as she'd expected. The women of
her pack resent her status as alpha's mate and
suddenly there are rumors that Chloe is an
Omega, a werewolf so weak they are banned
from ever mating. Worse, an old friend of
Jackson's blows into town full of
disapproval....and competition. It seems no one
likes Chloe except Jackson. Then women start
disappearing, violently kidnapped from their
homes and never heard from again. There's a
killer on the loose in the small town of
Huntsville, and the one wolf he'd do anything to
have is Chloe. Now Chloe will have to fight...for
Jackson, her place in the pack, and her life. This
novel is a sequel to the bestselling To Bring Her
Wolf.
Cole's Redemption - J. D. Tyler 2014
His powers diminished during a harsh battle,
black-wolf shifter Zander Cole plans to leave his
pack forever, while white-wolf shifter Selene
Westfall plots to exact revenge on her father for
killing her mother. Original. 20,000 first
printing.
Turn of the Moon - L.P. Dover 2018-09-01
*~* A seductively hot, shifter romantic suspense
novel by NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY
bestselling author, L.P. Dover. NO
CLIFFHANGER *~* One girl. Two wolves.
Promised to one. Destined for the other. To
escape the cruel, overbearing, Kade, the Yukon
Pack alpha she’s been promised to, Bailey
Whitehill flees her home in search of a new life,
one of freedom where she can make her own
choices. However, Kade will stop at nothing to
make her his and begins the hunt. As Bailey
starts her new life, everything she’s known to be
true, is not. Time is of the essence and choices
have to be made or consequences suffered. Not
only does Bailey fear Kade, but another danger
lurks deep in the recesses of the forest.
Unbeknownst to her, that danger is what she’s
been searching for all along. At the turn of the
moon, her fate hangs in the balance . . . and it’s
up to her to make the right choice
Blood Moon - Shelly Burrows 2014-05-22
In book one, Blood Moon Werewolf witches,
Conri Olcan and Saoirse MacKay are on the hunt
for the bones of the original Alpha of the Blood
Moon Pack, Panteon. Cronus, the leader of the
Vampire Coven will stop at nothing to prevent
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that from happening. Mike Hardy and Bentley
Britt are caught in between these powerful
beings. Will they become casualties of war? Or
will they be more important than they even
realize? Will Conri and Saoirse survive? Will
Cronus succeed in stopping them? Follow this
thrilling tale and enter the Variant World.
New Moon - Jj King 2019-12-07
An elite shifter academy, a hot guy, an archnemesis, and a whole shitload of trouble.Elena
Jensen doesn't belong at Alpha Wolf Academy,
the most prestigious shifter university in North
America, but that's her reality and she's
determined to make the best of it.When she
meets a guy with emerald eyes and dark, wavy
hair that makes her start rethinking her disbelief
in soul mates, Elena's opinion of AWA changes.
Although, she'd feel better about her place in the
social order if her crush's twin sister wasn't
trying to destroy her reputation and get her
expelled.Elena's already shaky foundation is
pulled out from under her when the academy is
besieged by soldiers and she chooses to put
herself in danger to save lives.When it's life or
death, the enemy of your enemy is your friend...
or at least, Elena hopes so. Because more than
just her life depends on it.Fans of Vampire
Academy and Legacies will want to sink their
teeth into Alpha Wolf Academy!Scroll up and
one-click to pre-order your copy
today!*WARNING - school shooting & violence.
Also, sexy times... but that isn't terrifying.
Chosen by Fate, Rejected by the Alpha - Deni
Chance 2020-11-06
Eighteen-year-old Trinity is unlike any other
werewolf in her pack. For one, there were
unusual circumstances surrounding her birth,
for another, she is the only pack member to
never shift into a wolf form. So now she doesn't
quite belong anywhere. Not quite human and not
quite wolf. She thought she would be able to live
her life how she wanted when she had turned
eighteen. Go to college, make some friends, have
some fun. But what is she to do when the
dangerously sexy Alpha literally falls right into
her lap? "I am not human, and I am not a wolf. I
don't belong anywhere..." "...we both know that
no one is going to mate with me, and even if they
did, they would just reject me anyway." What is
the sexy, brooding Alpha going to do? The elders
are making him hold these ridiculous parties to
black-moon-an-alpha-pack-novel

search for a mate. He doesn't want a mate, but
he knows he needs a mate to finish the Alpha
Circle. Without a mate, a Luna for the pack, his
people would suffer. And what is he going to do
when he stumbles across the girl that fate has
chosen for him and he finds out she has no wolf?
"This cannot be!" I roared. "There is no way that
I can mate with a girl that does not even have a
wolf. She will be too weak. She will be inferior.
She will not be strong enough to be a Luna." "I
simply could not accept her as my mate. Not
fully. It wasn't safe for her. She would get
herself killed. And she would bring my pack
down with her." When these two meet, sparks
will surely fly. But will it be from passion, or
their constant fighting? Neither of them wanted
a mate. Neither of them wants the mate that fate
chose for them. And neither of them can make
that mate bond go away. What are they going to
do now that they're literally stuck with each
other?
Harvest Moon - W. M. Fawkes 2021-05-11
Lost best friends grow back together.Alexis
Mena has waited five whole years for his
childhood sweetheart to come back from college.
He's ready to get marked, mated, and finally
settle down, but when the stoic farmer returns,
there's a wall between them that Alexis can't
scale. Looking at Ridge every day is too much for
Alexis, so when his cousin offers him the chance
to stay with her and her husband, he jumps to
get away. If he can't have the life he's always
dreamed, with the Grove pack, at least he can
stop waiting.Ridge Paterson returned from
college with nothing to his name but an old
truck, a one-eyed barn cat, and a heap of debt.
Fortunately, he's also got hope--hope all that
schooling's prepared him to turn the family farm
around. But no sooner has he set foot back on
Paterson land than his parents decide to sell it
out from under him. Listless and lost, he lets
Alexis slip through his fingers. Left with cut
roots and a heap of desperation, the man he left
behind tempts him to find a new place to call
home.There's more on the line than student
debts and insecurities for the young werewolves.
The mysterious Condition is affecting Alexis's
cousin, threatening her pregnancy and
everything Alexis holds dear, and the man with
the skills to solve it all might just be an alpha
willing to follow his one-true love halfway across
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Virginia for a chance to put down roots of his
own.Harvest Moon is a 90k word novel about
one sad man of the land, his podcasting
childhood sweetheart, and an illness that
threatens all werewolfkind, in a non-mpreg ABO
universe.
Once Upon An Alpha - Z Time
I was walking through an unknown foggy forest
when I spotted a field of wildflowers. My feet
had a mind of their own as they led me to
wander through the flowers. I nonchalantly
dragged my hands over the flowers. It was a
beautiful and serene sight. I deeply inhaled the
sweet scent of the flower and gave a little
shudder of bliss. I closed my eyes and just
absorbed the moment wanting to remember it.
Suddenly the sounds of paws hitting the forest
floor overwhelmed me. Then the forest was
ignited with flames. Everything glowed vibrant
oranges and reds as heavy smoke smothered me
from above. I threw myself to the ground
desperate for any trace of clean air. As I
attempted to crawl out of the flowers a new
sound harmonized with the thunder paws,
screams and howls for help terrorized me. I
clawed at the ground desperate to escape the
menacing choir. Fire licked my skin and I
screamed for help. Sobs escaped my lips as
flaming branches fell on me from above. The
smell of burning flesh was the only thing that
consumed me as everything went dark.
Primal Law - J.D. Tyler 2011-08-02
Meet the Alpha Pack, a top-secret military team
of wolf-shifters fighting the most dangerous
predators in the world, human and nonhuman.
After a massacre leaves Jaxon Law crippled, he
must relearn how to fight-and battle the anger
and guilt threatening to overwhelm him. But
when Jax rescues a beautiful woman who
awakens his primal instincts, he is unprepared
for the dangers that lie ahead. Soon he must
decide if the deep connection he feels with Kira
is worth defying the ultimate shifter law...
Wolf's Fall - J.D. Tyler 2014-12-02
A top secret team of wolf shifters, the Alpha
Pack are former Navy SEALS that use their Psy
powers to take on the world’s greatest
predators. But while each member is loyal to the
pack, it can be hard to deny the call of desire…
Still tormented by his recent captivity, Alpha
Pack commander Nick Westfall isn’t sure he’s fit
black-moon-an-alpha-pack-novel

to lead—especially when he meets the one
woman he can’t claim without reliving the
torture he endured at the hands of a rogue
vampire. Vampire princess Calla Shaw has seen
her own share of heartbreak, but she can tell
that the wild attraction she and Nick feel for
each other could turn into something
significant—if only he’d let it. But Calla isn’t
about to give up on her mate without a fight.
Time is running out, not only for Nick to claim
his mate, but for Calla and her coven. A vampire
war is on the horizon, one the Alpha Pack can’t
hope to win if their leader can’t pull himself back
from the abyss…
Second Chance Alpha - Ali_M
After his mate was killed, Jason falls apart and
started drinking to bury the pain. He no longer
cares about anything anymore, not even being
next in line to lead the pack. He just wants to be
left alone.Tired of everyone's pity and expecting
him to be this perfect guy that he's not anymore,
Jason leaves the pack. He lives in the city
amongst the humans where he doesn't have to
deal with the pity and expectations of others.
While living in the city he crosses paths with this
human name Kimberly. Kimberly is dealing with
big problems of her own, but maybe they
crossed paths for a reason...
Black Moon Rising (The Library Book 2) - D.
J. MacHale 2017-10-03
Leave the lights on for The Library, Book 2,
another thriller from bestselling author D. J.
MacHale! Fans of R. L. Stine, Nightmares!, and
Lockwood & Co., check out a book and fall under
its spell . . . literally. Marcus is an agent of the
Library—a place that exists outside time, filled
with stories that don’t have an ending. Mysteries
that won’t be solved until Marcus and his friends
step in to finish them. Before it’s too late. An evil
is plaguing a middle school in Massachusetts.
Windows shatter for no reason. Bleachers
collapse at a pep rally. Most of the students
think they’re just having a string of bad luck, but
Marcus and his friends suspect something a lot
more sinister. Something like witchcraft. When
the black moon rises, this story must come to an
end . . . one way or another. Kids love Curse of
the Boggin (The Library, Book 1): “A mysterious,
hard-to-put-down book with a twisting plot,
funny characters, and haunting souls. I can’t
wait to hear what adventures they have next.”
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—A.J. H., age 11 “I read enough in just one day
to fill my school reading log for a week.”
—Michael C., age 10 “A unique, intriguing book
filled with page-turning adventures.” —Madeline
H., age 12 “Couldn’t put it down. I stayed up
reading until 11:00 p.m. with only one thought in
my mind: one more chapter!” —Ben H., age 11
Black Moon: Alpha Pack Book 3 - J.D. Tyler
2012-12-04
Fans of J. R. Ward, Nalini Singh, Kresley Cole
and Gena Showalter, meet the Alpha Pack. Once,
they were Navy SEALS. Now, they are a top
secret team of wolf shifters with Psy powers who
take on the darkest dangers on Earth. Intensely
passionate and utterly thrilling, J. D. Tyler's
Alpha Pack are unforgettable. Ever since he
saved Dr. Mackenzie Grant's life, panther shifter
and sorcerer Kalen Black has had trouble
keeping the beautiful doctor out of his thoughts,
and his heart. The brush with death awakened
an intense passion between them - one that for
the first time had the notorious loner letting
down his guard. With the Alpha Pack battling an
evil Fae who is slowly gaining control over
Kalen's mind, Kalen can no longer trust his own
actions, and he breaks off his affair with
Mackenzie in order to keep her safe. But when
Mackenzie learns that she is carrying Kalen's
child, no amount of danger will keep her away
from the man she loves. To be with his mate and
unborn child, Kalen will have to unleash the full
fury of his power, and risk destroying them all...
Don't miss the other sexy and exciting Alpha
Pack adventures in Primal Law, Savage
Awakening, Hunter's Heart and Cole's
Redemption. And be sure not to miss J. D. Tyler's
romantic suspense alter-ego Jo Davis, and her
enthralling, hot Sugarland Blue series.
Cinder - Marissa Meyer 2013-01-08
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth,
observed by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a
gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved
with handsome Prince Kai and must uncover
secrets about her past in order to protect the
world in this futuristic take onthe Cinderella
story.
Moon Tortured - Mckenzie Hunter 2015-06-20
Skylar's death came not at the end, after a long
fulfilling existence, not in the middle, as a result
of an untimely tragic event-but at the beginning,
with her birth. As a final effort to save her dying
black-moon-an-alpha-pack-novel

unborn child, Skylar's pregnant mother, a witch,
sacrificed herself by invoking a powerful spirit
shade to inhabit Skylar's body, imbuing her with
life. For twenty-three years, Skylar lived a life of
oblivion, content with her simple job, loving
adoptive mother and the monthly inconvenience
of a full moon hangover after being sedated and
caged when she changed into a wolf. It wasn't
exciting but it was her life until one night, she
woke up in a strange room in the middle of rural
Illinois-bruised and with jumbled memories of
her mother's death from a vampire attack. The
Midwest pack comes to her rescue. Known for
being more ruthless than altruistic, she doesn't
know if she can trust them. But after an
assassination attempt by a necromancer, an
abduction attempt by a mercenary, and more
aggressive and violent attacks by the vampires,
she has no other choice but to accept their help.
The Midwest pack quickly discover that Skylar is
the host to a spirit shade, who gives her magical
abilities, that make her as much of a danger as
an asset and that she is the key to the vampires'
plan to perform a ritual that will give them
unrestricted power. Tension rises as the pack
become divided between those who think her life
is worth protecting as a potential ally and those
who believe she is too dangerous to live. In the
end, Skylar finds herself fighting for her life-a
life that may be tragically taken too soon.
Tribes Of The Moon - Aaron Dembski-Bowden
2008-04-01
Included in this collection are vols. distributed
as well as published by White Wolf Pub.
Savage Awakening: Alpha Pack Book 2 - J.D.
Tyler 2013-02-14
Fans of J. R. Ward, Nalini Singh, Kresley Cole
and Gena Showalter, meet the Alpha Pack. Once,
they were Navy SEALS. Now, they are a top
secret team of wolf shifters with Psy powers who
take on the darkest dangers on Earth. Intensely
passionate and utterly thrilling, J. D. Tyler's
Alpha Pack are unforgettable. After a mission
goes wrong, Aric Savage is taken prisoner. Halfdead and despairing, he makes a stunning
discovery: his Pack mate Micah Chase, who was
reported dead, is a fellow captive. When the
Alpha team goes into full-rescue mode,
accompanying them is an absolute stunner with
sable hair - and a spine of solid steel.LAPD office
and Psy Dreamwalker Rowan Chase has one
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priority: her brother Micah's recovery. Still, she
can't help but be drawn to Aric, the ruggedly
handsome wolf shifter who pleasures her as no
man ever has - however fleeting their affair is
destined to be. But when Aric's life is
endangered, Rowan must ask herself what she's
willing to sacrifice in the name of love, for the
man fated to be her Bondmate. Don't miss the
other sexy and exciting Alpha Pack adventures
in Primal Law, Black Moon, Hunter's Heart and
Cole's Redemption. And be sure not to miss J. D.
Tyler's romantic suspense alter-ego Jo Davis,
and her thrilling, sizzling-hot Sugarland Blue
series.
Gabe's Alpha (Dark Hollow Wolf Pack 4) Shannon West 2013-09-26
Gabe is a typical young college student until the
night he and his mother are attacked by a beast
who kills his mother and leaves Gabe for dead.
When Gabe discovers the beast who bit him was
a werewolf, and shifts into a beast like creature
at the full moon, he leaves his home and
descends into a nightmare of drugs, alcohol and
one night stands. As he's camping in the woods,
preparing for the painful shift to come, he meets
a the gorgeous alpha of the Dark Hollow Wolf
Pack who tells Gabe he's trespassing on his
territory. Before Gabe knows it, he's been
trussed up, thrown over the man's shoulder and
taken as the mate of the alpha. Gabe embraces
his new role as mate to the handsome Zack, but
if the alpha thinks the wild young man will settle
down, he's got another think coming.
Savage Awakening - J.D. Tyler 2012-04-03
A group of former Navy SEALS, the Alpha Pack
is a top-secret team of wolf shifters with Psy
powers combating the greatest dangers in the
world. But sometime those dangers are more
intimate than they bargained for... After a
mission goes wrong, Aric Savage is taken
prisoner. Half-dead and despairing, he makes a
stunning discovery: his Pack mate Micah Chase,
who was reported dead, is a fellow captive.
When the Alpha team goes into full-rescue mode,
accompanying them is an absolute stunner with
sable hair--and a spine of solid steel. LAPD
officer and Psy Dreamwalker Rowan Chase has
one priority: her brother Micah's recovery. Still,
she can't help but be drawn to Aric, the ruggedly
handsome wolf shifter who pleasures her as no
man ever has--however fleeting their affair is
black-moon-an-alpha-pack-novel

destined to be. But when Aric's life is
endangered, Rowan must ask herself what she's
willing to sacrifice in the name of love, for the
man fated to be her Bondmate.
Broken Luna - Paulina Vasquez 2020-12-08
Do you believe in Myths? Just when she thinks it
can't get any worse, it does. Lucy lost everything
four years ago in a rogue attack. She's been
abused, starved, rejected and broken. As her
eighteenth birthday approaches, strange things
start to happen, things that only happen once
every century. She finds friendship in the most
unlikely place and escapes to find her true self
with the help of the most dangerous Alpha.
Bitten - Kelley Armstrong 2009-08-25
An erotically charged, addictive thriller from the
future queen of suspense. Living in Toronto for a
year, Elena is leading the normal life she has
always dreamed of, including a stable job as a
journalist and a nice apartment shared with her
boyfriend. As the lone female werewolf in
existence, only her secret midnight prowls and
her occasional inhuman cravings set her apart.
Just one year ago, life was very different.
Adopted by the Pack when bitten, Elena had
spent years struggling with her resentment at
having her life stolen away. Torn between two
worlds, and overwhelmed by the new passions
coursing through her body, her only option for
control was to deny her awakening needs and
escape. But now the Pack has called Elena home
to help them fight an alliance of renegade
werewolves who are bent on exposing and
annihilating the Pack. And although Elena is
obliged to rejoin her "family," she vows not to be
swept up in Pack life again, no matter how
natural it might feel. She has made her choice.
Trouble is, she's increasingly uncertain if it's the
right one. An erotically charged thriller, Bitten
will awaken the voracious appetite of every
reader, as the age-old battle between man and
beast, between human and inhuman forces,
comes to a head in one small town and within
one woman's body.
Hunter's Heart - J.D. Tyler 2013-09-03
A group of former Navy SEALS, the Alpha Pack
is a top secret team of wolf shifters with Psy
powers combating the greatest dangers in the
world. And when the battle gets personal, their
wild side is unleashed…. Ryon Hunter sees dead
people—spirits that beg him for help in ways he
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can’t understand. He’d do anything to end the
torment, until a beautiful spirit appears to him
with a plea he can’t ignore: Help me…I’m alive.
The woman is wildlife biologist Daria Bradford,
mortally wounded after encountering a white
wolf, calling to Ryon through a rare Psy gift.
When Ryon locates Daria in the Shoshone
National Park, it is almost too late, but nursing
her back to health at the Alpha Pack compound
brings a new complication—Daria is his destined
mate, and Ryon is afraid of what will happen
when she discovers what he is, and what he had
to do to save her life. But the biggest threat of
all is still loose in the forest, leaving a merciless
trail of death behind it. The Alpha Pack goes on
the hunt for the mysterious white wolf,
determined to stop the murderous rogue… only
to find that the most lethal creature of all is the
one they can’t see coming…
Moon Touched - Elizabeth Briggs 2021-09
My fated mate rejected me-and now I've been
captured by someone even worse. As the halfhuman outcast of the Cancer pack, I've been
beaten and bullied my whole life. Gaining my
wolf form and my fated mate is my only chance
to change packs and hope for a better life.
Except when my fated mate is revealed, he's the
future alpha of the Leo pack-our worst enemies.
He rejects me in front of everyone, just before
the Leos slaughter my entire pack and murder
my family. I manage to escape, but then I'm
kidnapped by a far greater threat: the alpha of
the mysterious lost pack. The 13th sign was
banished from the Zodiac Wolves years ago, and
I thought they were just a myth. They're real.
They're holding me captive. And the dark,
dangerous alpha is offering me something I can't
refuse-revenge. Moon Touched is the first book
in a scorching hot wolf shifter trilogy, perfect for
fans of Jaymin Eve, Laura Thalassa, and Amelia
Hutchins.
Dark Moon Wolf - Sarah E. Stevens 2017-02-22
Julie Hall thinks the hardest part of single
motherhood is sleep deprivation and the
constant search for dropped pacifiers, until her
four-month old baby transforms into a wolf pup.
How could Carson be a Werewolf? He hadn’t
been bitten. Not by a Werewolf, not by a dog,
heck, not by a mosquito. Julie sets out to find
Carson's father and demand some answers.
Instead, she discovers a Werewolf pack haunted
black-moon-an-alpha-pack-novel

by a grisly string of murders—and soon realizes
she and her baby are the next targets.
Black Moon - 1983
Hunter's Heart - J.D. Tyler 2013-09-03
A group of former Navy SEALS, the Alpha Pack
is a top secret team of wolf shifters with Psy
powers combating the greatest dangers in the
world. And when the battle gets personal, their
wild side is unleashed…. Ryon Hunter sees dead
people—spirits that beg him for help in ways he
can’t understand. He’d do anything to end the
torment, until a beautiful spirit appears to him
with a plea he can’t ignore: Help me…I’m alive.
The woman is wildlife biologist Daria Bradford,
mortally wounded after encountering a white
wolf, calling to Ryon through a rare Psy gift.
When Ryon locates Daria in the Shoshone
National Park, it is almost too late, but nursing
her back to health at the Alpha Pack compound
brings a new complication—Daria is his destined
mate, and Ryon is afraid of what will happen
when she discovers what he is, and what he had
to do to save her life. But the biggest threat of
all is still loose in the forest, leaving a merciless
trail of death behind it. The Alpha Pack goes on
the hunt for the mysterious white wolf,
determined to stop the murderous rogue… only
to find that the most lethal creature of all is the
one they can’t see coming…
The Alpha Affair - Lilly Darkness Kennedy
Alpha Kai has no intention of choosing a mate.
He prefers taking a different woman to his bed
every night. Things are going great for the Dark
Moon Wolf Pack until he gets a call from Alpha
Jake from the Red River Pack. He has a problem
with two of his warriors and needs to relocate
one. Alpha Kai can always use another warrior.
The new wolf Beta Finn has a wife, Alaska, and
she is the woman of Alpha Kai's dreams. Alpha
Kai wants Alaska to be his mate, and he will stop
at nothing to have her.
Black Moon - J.D. Tyler 2012-12-04
A group of former Navy SEALS, the Alpha Pack
is a top-secret team of wolf shifters with Psy
powers combating the greatest dangers in the
world. But sometimes those dangers are more
intimate than they bargained for… Ever since he
saved Dr. Mackenzie Grant’s life, panther shifter
and sorcerer Kalen Black has had trouble
keeping the beautiful doctor out of his thoughts,
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and his heart. The brush with death awakened
an intense passion between them—one that for
the first time had the notorious loner letting
down his guard. With the Alpha Pack battling an
evil Fae who is slowly gaining control over
Kalen’s mind, Kalen can no longer trust his own
actions, and he breaks off his affair with
Mackenzie in order to keep her safe. But when
Mackenzie learns that she is carrying Kalen’s
child, no amount of danger will keep her away
from the man she loves. To protect his mate and
unborn child, Kalen will have to battle a terrible
evil, unleash the full fury of his power, and risk
destroying them all…
Primal Law - J.D. Tyler 2011-08-02
Meet the Alpha Pack, a top-secret military team
of wolf-shifters fighting the most dangerous
predators in the world, human and nonhuman.
After a massacre leaves Jaxon Law crippled, he
must relearn how to fight-and battle the anger
and guilt threatening to overwhelm him. But
when Jax rescues a beautiful woman who
awakens his primal instincts, he is unprepared
for the dangers that lie ahead. Soon he must
decide if the deep connection he feels with Kira
is worth defying the ultimate shifter law...
Phoenix Reborn - J.D. Tyler 2016-03-15
From paranormal romance star J.D. Tyler comes
a sensual tale of the Alpha Pack—a top secret
team of Navy SEALs with supernatural
abilities... Wolf shifter and Firewalker Phoenix
“Nix” Monroe has finally met his ultimate
Bondmate—Alpha Pack nurse Noah Brooks.
Unable to accept his own sexual identity, Nix
rejects Noah despite the intense attraction he
feels towards him. By the time Nix realizes he
has cast aside the love of his life, it may be too
late to save Noah from a terrifying enemy...
Includes a preview of Chase the Darkness Praise
for the Alpha Pack Novels “Shifter heroes whom
readers will fall head over heels for.”—New York
Times Bestselling Author Angela Knight “Rapidfire…red-hot.”—Publishers Weekly “Amazing
characters, wonderful drama...hot and to die
for.”—Dark Faerie Tales
Omega's Choice - Lilli Carlisle 2017-05-25
Scarred but powerful, Black Ridge Wolf Pack
leader Aldric Forst has been selected to mate
with an Omega-but first he must protect her
from the dark forces that would corrupt her
magic. In a realm of elves, ogres and white
black-moon-an-alpha-pack-novel

witches, where danger is ever-present, Princess
Helena Lichtenberg lost her parents at a young
age. Raised by her uncle and aunt, Helena
values family above all else. Now, as decreed by
tradition, it is time to select a mate. HER ALPHA
Enormous, scarred and scary, Black Ridge Wolf
Pack leader Aldric Forst has never drawn the
eye of any Omega. Why would he? But, on this,
the night of what he swears is his last selection
celebration, everything is different. One of those
most beautiful, magical and powerful women,
the niece of the king and queen themselves,
wants him. And Aldric has never wanted
anything more in return. No force-no matter how
dark, no matter how powerful-will take Helena
from him.
Unleashed - Bella Jacobs 2018-08-06
One woman on the run. Four dangerously sexy
bodyguards. And a war brewing that will change
the shifter world forever... I'm living on
borrowed time, fighting for survival against a
deadly new virus that has no cure and a cult
doing its best to brainwash me. But when a
mysterious note shows up on my windowsill one
night, its chilling message--Run, Wren--launches
me out of the frying pan and into the fire. Within
hours, everything I thought I knew about my life,
my family, and my origins is obliterated, and I'm
racking up enemies at an alarming rate.
Between the cult I've just escaped, a violent
shifter faction out for my blood, and an ancient
evil who eats "chosen ones" like me for
breakfast, my last hope is to join forces with four
dangerous-looking men who claim they were
sent to guard my life. Luke, a werewolf with a
rap sheet. Creedence, a lynx shifter who never
met a mark he couldn't con. Kite, a bear kin with
a mean right hook and heart of gold. And Dust,
my childhood best friend and dude voted least
likely to be a secret shape-shifting griffin. But
are these men really what they seem? Or are my
alpha guardians hiding a secret agenda of their
own? I'm not sure, but one thing is for certainchoosing the right allies will mean the difference
between life and death. For me, and everyone I
love. UNLEASHED is book one in the Dark Moon
Shifter's series. It is a true reverse harem
featuring one woman and her four mates.
Hybrid Aria - Jessica Hall 2021-02-28
When werewolf hybrid Aria escapes her abusive
stepfather, the alpha of the Blackmoon pack,she
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has no idea what kind of trouble she's gotten
herself in to. With her little sister Lily by
herside, she finds herself in the maw of an
enemy's territory. An enemy that will surely
bring aboutnot only her demise, but that of the
girl she's practically raised. But before she can
be harmed,the alpha of the Bloodmoon pack, the
roguishly handsome Reid comes to her rescue.
And whilehe never spares hybrids, there is
something special about Aria. While she can't
tell, he knowsthat she's his mate -- and he's
suddenly determined to have her at any cost,
even if she doesn'tunderstand why.But darkness
looms on the horizon. A cruel and sadistic hunter
is after Aria for her unique blood,and will stop at
nothing until he has her. The werewolves of the
Bloodmoon and Blackmoonpacks must come
together to ensure Aria's safety, no matter what
price they may have to pay...A tantalizing
werewolf erotica, Jessica Hall's "Hybrid Aria" is
the perfect choice for anyonelooking for a novel
of intense romance, intriguing adventure, and
feral lovemaking. Add it toyour collection today!
Surrender the Key (The Library Book 1) - D.
J. MacHale 2017-09-19
Previously published as Curse of the Boggin. A
fast-paced, thrilling series opener from
bestselling author D. J. MacHale. Check out a
book—and unlock an adventure! There's a place
filled with tales that don't have an ending.
Puzzles that won't be solved until someone steps
in to finish them. Enter the Library. Marcus and
his friends have found the key to open it. And
they need to use it, because, clearly, something
is up. A strange guy in a bathrobe haunts them;
fires rage and flare out in an instant; a peculiar
old lady keeps telling them, “Surrender the key.
. . .” At first Marcus thinks he’s going nuts, until
the mystery gets personal. The Library may hold
some answers, but the clock is running out.
Because on these library shelves, the stories you
don’t finish might just finish you. . . . Kids love
Surrender the Key (The Library, Book 1): “A
mysterious, hard-to-put-down book with a
twisting plot, funny characters, and haunting
souls. I can’t wait to hear what adventures they
have next.” —A.J. H., age 11 “I read enough in
just one day to fill my school reading log for a
week.” —Michael C., age 10 “A unique,
intriguing book filled with page-turning
adventures.” —Madeline H., age 12 “Couldn’t
black-moon-an-alpha-pack-novel

put it down. I stayed up reading until 11:00 p.m.
with only one thought in my mind: one more
chapter!” —Ben H., age 11
Chase the Darkness - J. D. Tyler 2015
The author of Wolf's Fall returns with her "hot
and to die for"* Alpha Pack--a top-secret band of
Navy SEALs with Psy powers and shifter
prowess whose dangerous missions sometimes
require a more intimate call to duty... Believed
dead by his Pack mates, Micah Chase, a wolf
shifter and Dreamwalker, was held captive for
months, subject to tortures that left him
physically scarred and emotionally unsettled.
Now under the care of the Alpha Pack's doctors,
he's been prescribed an experimental healing
drug, but he still can't shake the nightmares.
Even more damning is that Micah's problems
pose a danger to his team, and if he doesn't get
himself under control, they'll all suffer a terrible
fate. There is a key to his salvation. Jacee is a
beautiful coyote shifter, and though her kind is
hated, she's falling in love with a man whose
very future is in her hands. Together they'll face
his personal demons as well as a deadly enemy-and for both of them desire has never come with
such risk. *Dark Faerie Tales
Primal Law: Alpha Pack Book 1 - J.D. Tyler
2013-01-03
Fans of J. R. Ward, Nalini Singh, Kresley Cole
and Gena Showalter, meet the Alpha Pack. Once,
they were Navy SEALS. Now, they are a top
secret team of wolf shifters with Psy powers who
take on the darkest dangers on Earth. Intensely
passionate and utterly thrilling, J. D. Tyler's
Alpha Pack are unforgettable. After a massacre
decimates half his team and leaves him crippled,
Jaxon Law must relearn how to fight - and battle
the anger and guilt threatening to overwhelm
him. But when he rescues a beautiful woman
who reawakens his primal instincts, Jax is
unprepared for the dangers that lie ahead. On
the run from her employer, brilliant lab assistant
Kira Locke has evidence that leads the Alpha
Pack on a hunt for someone targeting human
civilians with Psy abilities. And as Jax and Kira
circle both the killer and each other, Jax will
have to decide if the deep connection he feels
with Kira is worth breaking the ultimate shifter
rule - because bonding with Kira means putting
his abilities at risk, and they might be the only
tools he has to keep his mate alive... Don't miss
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the other sexy and exciting Alpha Pack
adventures in Savage Awakening, Black Moon,
Hunter's Heart and Cole's Redemption. And be
sure not to miss J. D. Tyler's romantic suspense
alter-ego Jo Davis, and her sensational, sizzling
Sugarland Blue series.
Alpha Instinct - Katie Reus 2012-02-07
The first addictive novel in New York Times
bestselling author Katie Reus’s Moon Shifter
series. Ana Cordona has been a strong leader for
the lupine shifters who survived after all the
males and most of the females in her pack were
mysteriously poisoned. As tough as she is, with
no Alpha male, the pack is vulnerable to the
devious shifter Sean Taggart, who wants to
claim both their ranch and Ana as his own. When

black-moon-an-alpha-pack-novel

Connor Armstrong comes back into her life,
promising protection, it’s almost enough to make
Ana forget how he walked out on her
before—and reluctantly accept his offer to mate.
The minute Connor sees Ana again, it reawakens
a raw hunger. He must have her for his
bondmate—his wolf cries out for it. But his
human side knows he must proceed with caution
because of their complicated past. If he is to
truly have her body and soul, he must go beyond
his burning desire and win back her heart.
Whatever it takes, he is determined not to leave
her side again. But Taggart and his rival pack
are not their only enemies. A human element in
town is targeting shifters. Their plan not only
threatens Ana and Connor’s future, but the lives
of the entire pack...
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